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so highly perfected that the army subsisted equally well
whether concentrated or dispersed, whether in movement or
in quarters, whether advancing or retreating. In a word, the
British system of war, with its dependence on base magazines
and on organised lines of communications from these magazines
to the army in the field, worked better in the Peninsula than
the French system of living on the country, the results of
which were inadequate to support large field armies for any
length of time; and Wellington's army possessed under
Spanish conditions more flexibility, a higher power of manoeuvre
and greater staying power than its adversaries.
How he exploited these advantages can be read in the story
of his campaigns. By seizing every opportunity to fall on
detached forces of his enemy before they could receive assist-
ance ; by declining battle when the French had assembled
superior forces in his front, content to wait patiently till
they dispersed again for subsistence ; by fighting only in good
defensive positions where all chances were in his favour, and
the enemy would be bound to purchase success at prohibitive
cost, he gradually and by steady, if slow, degrees wore down
his numerically superior foes while still retaining his own
precious army intact. Then when the time came for him to
take" the offensive he was able to utilise the superior power
of manoeuvre conferred on him by his flexible supply system,
and the possibility of changing his base at will to any port on
the coast of Spain, to force his adversaries to battle at his will,
and ensure to himself all the strategical conditions necessary
for victory.
Tactically, too, the Duke was successful in finding the
answer to the French methods of war which had placed them
first among the armies of Europe. The generals of Austria,
Prussia and Russia, drawing up their armies for battle according
to eighteenth-century ideas in deployed lines, had seen their
troops first harassed and blinded by clouds of wasp-like
skirmishers, then shattered into fragments by overwhelming
masses of cannon, and finally shivered into a routed mob of
fugitives by the irresistible shock of massed columns and
thundering squadrons. But Wellington realised from the first
that the Napoleonic coup de grdce was more moral than material
in its effect, and might safely be defied by intact troops who
had not, previous to its delivery, suffered heavy loss from
musketry and artillery fire; and that in itself the deployed
line which allowed of the maximum development of fire power
had always been and still remained—despite all apparent
recent experience to the contrary—superior as an order of
battle to the column. And so it proved in the actual event.

